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***Letter from the editor: Hi fellow people in recovery! Spring is right around the corner and
meetings are opening back up in person! What better way to do service than get involved with the
newsletter. If you would like to write an article or contribute in anyway please contact us at
straighthope@cprna.org Never forget to do something kind for a stranger in this world! A little bit
of hope goes a long way!
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Step 3

Step Three: My experience and inspiration….
Make a decision – for myself is about deciding to continue on this recovery path.
The foundation starts from the previous two steps. I am an addict and I have no
control when I used. It’s more than about drugs, its about obsession compulsion
and self-centeredness. I just have to think back that I did not have control, I
could stop and my life was unmanageable in all areas. I no longer wanted to live
as the drugs no longer worked or couldn’t get enough, I could stop and I would
end up in placed with no recollection, or incarcerated, or hospitalized, or in a
comma, blackouts, guilt, resentment, fear, uneasiness.
So no problem admitting I have addiction, and my life is unmanageable. SO I get
clean and this is because of NA. Na is saving my life. The meetings get me clean, I
am able to stay clean, I find happiness and gratitude. The simple message of
don’t use, go to meetings and change your entire life come true. I realize that I
am clean because of NA and going to meetings is what’s working and that is the
miracle in its self because it’s not me … it is the power of the meetings of NA, not
being alone, allowing others in my life, becoming involved, suddenly helping
others unconditionally, be grateful for simple things in life. Changing through the
steps. Finding a great sponsor, who I call sponza. The third step now that I fully
accept addiction and unmageability. Understand the power greater than myself
in the meetings is what’s keeping me clean. Praying for help in the morning and
giving thanks at night. Seeing the changes in others, especially newer people
recover, watching that miracle, of other addicts blossoming because of the love
of the fellowship lets me know about this power greater than myself, that this
power can get any addict clean. I was miserable, dying, desperate, depressed
and hopeless. But quickly in NA I became free and the urge to use left me
completely, mind you I out the same energy and effort in staying clean as I did
using. So very simply the third step is deciding I want to continue to recover,
continue to go to meetings, continue to work all the steps, the decision is easy,
ask for help, stay involved, stay connected, going to meetings really works. Being
an NA member 100 %, is that third step. Once I decide and recognize that the
power is in the meetings, that when I hear or see a coincidence that it is a
message from GOD. Why me, why have I stayed clean for thirty eight years in a
row, what is my purpose, it truly is a miracle, don’t look back except when I want
to think it all the way through when a joint or a glass of wine look good. No
magic mushrooms for me, when I tripped, I thought I would never come down.
When I have a medical procedure, they have to get a vein finding machine and it
takes an hour to prepare me. Why am I still alive, because of that third step
decision to keep on recovering? To live in the here and now. To have some quiet
time. Yes NA Saved my life. Meeting makers make it. And yes this life saving
program is one of complete abstinence from all mood altering mind changing
mood changing mind altering drugs. I am an example of hope and freedom, if we
can do it any addict can get clean and find a new way to live. The GOD thing is
just that, the NA fellowship, the steps, the love, the unconditional love, the fact
that everything is gonna be alright if we don’t use anything, help other’s
embrace recovery and be grateful for the simple gifts of life, breathe.
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_______________

TRADITION 3
_______________

The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking and drugging,
period. You do not have to admit you are an alcoholic or addict or that you
believe in God. This requirement is unconditional in the third tradition. You do
not have to have a sponsor, work the steps, or follow the many other
suggestions. Having a desire to stop drinking and drugging begins membership,
and these other tools strengthen those efforts to stop. Even if unsuccessful,
members are strongly encouraged to keep coming back and keep trying. Many
of us tried and failed several times before recovery really began to stick. Open
mindedness, willingness, faith, and courage in our ability to love and carry the
message to everyone is the basis of the third tradition.

credit: Ben C.
________________________

EVENTS
Regional NA Convention: 4/8 to 4/10/22 https://www.cprcna.org
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ANNIVERSARIES
Tue 3/1 7:30PM Kate W. 14 yrs. Glad to be Alive ZOOM 275 118 642 pw 982195
Thu 3/3 8:00PM Jesse W. 17 yrs. Making a Difference ZOOM 520 984 331 pw 123456
Fri 3/4 8:30PM Jim S. 34 yrs. Get Down Group ZOOM 86570165126 pw getdown
Sat 3/5 11:00AM Al G. 5 Yrs. Share on Saturday ZOOM 803 910 502 pw share
Sun 3/6 7:30PM Tony D. 30 Yrs. Savage Survivors ( In Person only )Savage UMC, 9050 Baltimore St,
Savage, MD, 20763
Tue 3/8 8:00PM Brie S 24 yrs. Carrying the Message Zoom 862 2444 3740 pw NArocks
Tue 3/15 8:00PM Eileen S. 36 yrs. Carrying the Message Zoom 862 2444 3740 pw NArocks
Fri 3/18 8:00PM Sarah A. 18 Yrs. Live and Let Live ZOOM 874 1116 4836pw 1953
Sat 3/19 7:00PM Kim L. 25 Yrs. Good Deal ZOOM 769 038 042 pw 8675309
Sat 3/19 7:30PM Donna J. 33 yrs. & Barbara B. 35 Yrs. Off The Beaten Path ZOOM 862 2444 3740 pw
NArocks
Tue 3/22 7:30PM Jenn W. 14 Yrs. Glad to be Alive ZOOM 275 118 642pw 982195
Sat 3/26 7:00PM Cyndi R-W 36 yrs. Good Deal ZOOM 769 038 042 pw 8675309

MEETING ANNOUNCEMENTS
Steps to Freedom meeting of NA meets Monday nights at 7:30 – we work steps for 20 mins in the
meeting and then share. ZOOM 859 4843 0435 pw 842655
**New Meeting** Sunday 6:00 pm Topic of Cancer Zoom ID: 817 1770 9889 P/W 438560 . Tropic of
Cancer is an NA meeting above all. It has been started for people who are also dealing with cancer.
While cancer in recovery is the focus, it is still an open NA meeting and all are welcome.

